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Abstract—Time to Contact (TTC) is a biologically inspired method for obstacle detection and reactive control of motion that does not require scene reconstruction or 3D depth estimation. Our results show that TTC can be used to provide reactive obstacle avoidance for local navigation. In this paper we describe the principles of time to contact and show how time to contact can be measured from the rate of change of size of features. We show an algorithm for steering a vehicle using TTC to avoid obstacles while approaching a goal. We present the results of experiments for obstacle avoidance using TTC in static and dynamic environments.

Index Terms—Time-To-Contact, obstacle avoidance, Bayesian driving.

I. INTRODUCTION

Obstacle avoidance is commonly defined as the problem of computing a motion control sequence that is free of collisions. The design of an obstacle avoidance method is naturally conditioned by the dynamic behavior of the vehicle, whether obstacles are static or in motion, the availability of a map, and the degree to which the environment is structured. When obstacles are static and the structure of the environment is known in advance, a global approach based on planning is generally preferred. When the structure of the environment is unknown or dominated by moving obstacles, a local approach may be necessary. However, when a local approach is used, some form of global supervision is required to prevent the vehicle from being trapped.

Classical obstacle avoidance algorithms are based on heuristics that convert sensor readings to motion instructions [3, 1]. Naturally these methods can be neither exhaustively tested nor proved effective in all cases. Alternatively, analogies with physical fields have been used to derive methods for obstacle avoidance. The most popular of these is the Potential Field Method (PFM) [11] in which the vehicle is modeled as a particle under the attractive force of a target while obstacles exert repulsive forces. This approach has been explored by Borenstein through the Virtual Force Field (VFF) and Vector Field Histogram (VFH) methods, and their extensions: VFH+ and VFH* [23]. These methods compute a subset of motions and search for the best path among the possible safe paths using an intermediate representation. Other variations of this approach include the Obstacle Restriction Method, the Steering Angle Field [5] or the Dynamic Window Approach [8]. The Dynamic Window Approach uses velocity instead of motion direction, and is known to be a useful method for vehicles with high speeds and limited acceleration. The Velocity Obstacles (VO) method [7] takes into account the velocity of the obstacles.

Classically, obstacle avoidance strategies combine distance information with information about vehicle motion. Range sensors using time of flight of ultrasound or lasers are often used to provide distance information. Ultrasonic range sensors provide distance to the nearest reflecting surface within a relatively large field of view. A classical arrangement is to place several sensors in a ring such that the overlap of their fields of view provides a zone protecting the vehicle in the direction of travel. However with ultrasonic range sensors, if more than one sensor is operated at the same time cross talk problems can appear. As a result, the frequency of obstacle detection is limited by the number of sensors in use, and the time required for an echo to return from an obstacle. In addition, oblique surfaces, corners, and temperature variations can create artifacts. Infrared range sensors provide range measurements with a much faster measurement time, but a much smaller field of view. As a result, a much larger number of sensors are required to obtain full coverage of the vehicle path, but obstacle detection can be performed at higher temporal rates.

As laser range finder technology has matured, scanning laser range finders have become very popular for both vehicle navigation and obstacle avoidance. A laser range sensor usually transmits a single beam through a mirror that is rotated to obtain a complete line scan. Usually this sensor is placed parallel to the ground in the sense of direction of the robot. Obviously, lower obstacles or lumps not in the plane defined by the laser cannot be detected and thus obstacle avoidance can fail. To solve this the laser can be equipped with a tilt unit, at the cost of increasing the time required to scan the environment in an additional dimension. False range
measurements can result when the laser beam reflects from more than one surface. Sensor readings may be erroneous because of specular reflections. Because of potential problems with eye-safety, many laser sensors can only be used in areas where no humans are present.

Time-of-Flight (TOF) cameras have recently emerged as a suitable alternative to scanning laser range sensors [4]. ToF cameras can typically provide 3D depth images at 25 fps. However, some calibration problems and sunlight artifacts are still present, and they have generally low resolution and can be plagued by depth ambiguity.

Computer vision can potentially overcome many of the problems of other obstacle sensors. However, obtaining reliable 3D depth information from 2D planar images can be computationally expensive and unreliable. Stereo vision remains the most common technique for 3D computer vision. Stereo vision uses the relative positions of image features in two or more images taken from different positions to geometrically estimate the 3D point position of the features. In practice, there are a number of open research issues related to computer vision. Open problems include the relative suitability of point features vs line features and region features, as well as the difficult and tedious methods required for camera calibration. In addition, substantial computing power can be required for stereo matching, particularly if high frame rates are required.

Other visual sources of range information include depth-from-focus depth-from-zoom, depth from image blur, structure from motion algorithm, and active triangulation methods that use projections of structured light. So far, none of these approaches have proven useful for obstacle detection.

In this paper we present a vision based approach for computing distance information from a moving monocular camera system. Distance is expressed as Time-To-Contact (TTC). Time-to-Contact can be defined as the time that an observer will take to make contact with a surface under unknown constant relative velocity. TTC can be estimated as the distance between two image points divided by the rate of change in that distance. The result is a form of relative distance to the object in temporal units that does not require camera calibration, 3D reconstruction or depth estimation. As such, TTC can potentially provide the basis for fast visual reflexes for obstacle avoidance and local navigation.

It is well known that the egomotion of a robot and its relative position with respect to the obstacle cannot be estimated with a single uncalibrated camera. Part of the attraction of TTC is that the calculation relies only on image measurements and does not require camera calibration or knowledge of the structure of the environment or the size of shape obstacles. Moreover, TTC naturally encodes the dynamics of the motion of the observer. As a consequence, TTC can be used to construct motion reflexes for collision avoidance, provided that a fast, reliable measure can be made of distance in the image. As we will see, this is valid also for dynamic environments.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section II the TTC principles are presented, and in Section III the feature detection and scale change estimation algorithm is depicted. Section IV describes briefly the driving algorithm we have implemented. Experiments are presented in Section V, including different practical experiences devoted to validate TTC in the context of obstacle avoidance. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VI.

II. Time-To-Contact

The time to contact is usually expressed in terms of the speed and the distance of the considered obstacle. The classical equation to compute the TTC is

$$\tau = -\frac{Z}{dZ/dt}, \quad (1)$$

where $Z$ is the distance between the camera and the obstacle, and $dZ/dt$ is the velocity of the camera with respect to the obstacle. However, with a monocular camera only, the distance is generally unknown. It’s possible to derive (1) by using a characteristic size of the obstacle in the image [19] and by using the approximation that the obstacle is planar and parallel to the image plane:

$$\tau = \frac{\sigma}{d\sigma/dt}, \quad (2)$$

where $\sigma$ is the size (or the scale) of the object in the image and $d\sigma/dt$ the time derivative of this scale. This equation is more appropriate as the size can be obtained directly in the image space. This reformulates the problem as a problem of estimating the obstacle size, as well as the rate of change of size.

Note that the TTC does not rely on the absolute size of the object in the image sequence, but in the relative change in scale from one frame to another. As a consequence, the TTC computation is not dependent on camera optics or the object size, only is dependent on the depth distance and the camera velocity.

Providing a fast, reliable distance measurement for TTC is a challenging task. Classical methods to compute TTC rely on the estimation of optical flow and its first derivative [16, 17]. However, optical flow methods are iterative and tend to be computationally expensive and relatively imprecise. Calculating the derivative of optical flow to estimate TTC further amplifies noise, generally leading to an unstable and unreliable estimate of TTC. Most demonstrations of this approach tend to use highly textured objects in order to obtain a dense velocity fields [22]. Such textured objects may provide an useful laboratory demonstration, but are not generally representative of the objects observed in real world scenes.

The use of the temporal derivative of the area of a closed active contour [21] has been proposed to avoid the problems associated with the computation of image velocity fields and their derivatives. This is an additional step in the tracking of active contours that can be avoided using the parameters of the deformation of the active contour [15]. Active contour initialization is usually performed manually, and is thus difficult to implement in real moving robots.

To overcome the problem of background segmentation a method has been proposed [10] based on derivatives of the whole image brightness. TTC obtained with this method is only valid when a large fraction of the image corresponds to the obstacle.
Some of these approaches restrict viewing conditions or allowed motions. When affine camera models are assumed [6, 21, 22], then affine image conditions are required Camera motion is sometimes restricted to planar motion [22, 13] or to not include vertical displacements [6] or cyclost赠ion [13] An alternative approach is to compute TTC from scaled depth [16, 15]; however this adds complexity and has been shown that introduces new constraints and additional errors when these constrains are not fully satisfied [2].

In the next Section we present Scale Invariant Ridge Segments (SIRS) algorithm. Its interest consists in that several objects in the scene can be tracked at real time, obtaining at the same time several estimators of distance to potential obstacles. Compared to the other methods, obstacle tracking is automatically initialized and thus doesn’t require human intervention.

III. SCALE INvariant Ridge Segments (SIRS)

A characteristic size for an obstacle can be estimated from the characteristic scale using a normalized Laplacian scale space. Characteristic scale is estimated by computing the Laplacian or second derivative of the image for a given pixel over a range of scales. The scale at which the Laplacian is maximized is the "characteristic scale" for that pixel. A characteristic scale can be estimated at all image points except discontinuous boundaries, where the Laplacian is zero and thus has no maximum, and will return the same value for all orientations. A change of scale in the image results in a similar change in the characteristic scale.

A similar measure can be estimated using the Hessian of the gradient. As with the Laplacian, the Hessian can be computed for a given pixel over a range of scales. The scale at which the Hessian returns a maximal value is an invariant for changes of scale and rotation.

Because the characteristic scale at each pixel varies equally with changes in image scale, characteristic scale computed from the Laplacian or the Hessian can be used to estimate TTC at (nearly) all pixels in image image. However, estimating TTC from characteristic scale requires registering the images so that the rate of change in scale is measured for the same image feature.

Image registration is generally estimated by some form of tracking. A popular approach is to track interest points such as the maxima of the Laplacian, as used in the SIFT [14] detector or the maxima of the Hessian, as provided by the Harris [9] interest point detector. Unfortunately the Harris detector tends to respond edge and corner points where size is not meaningful. The SIFT detector detects scale-space maxima of the Laplacian and provides a stable estimate of scale. However, the position of SIFT interest points tends to become unstable along elongated shapes, as are common in many navigation scenes. The Scale Invariant Ridge Segment (SIRS) detector [20] extends the maximum of the Laplacian as used in the SIFT detector to detect elongated shapes.

The SIRS detector consists in maximizing a score function in the 3D segment’s space. We consider a ridge segment $S$ parameterized by two vectors:

Algorithm 1: SIRS detector

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{SIRS detector}
1: Computation of first and second normalized derivatives
Scale-Space
2: Elimination of edge pixel using the ratio of Laplacian and Gradient values
3: for each pixel do
4: Estimation the principal direction using the Hessian matrix
5: Calculation of the score function and the length that maximize this function
6: end for
7: Search of local maxima
\end{algorithm}

Fig. 2. An example of Scale Invariant Ridge Segments detection. Each detected segment is represented by an ellipse where the main axis represents the position of the segment and the second axis represents the scale.

- $\vec{c} = (c_x, c_y, c_\sigma)$ : center position in the image scale-space
- $\vec{s} = (s_x, s_y, 0) = ||\vec{s}|| \cdot \vec{u}$ : half-edge (vector between an extremity and the center)

Then the score function correspond to the sum of the normalized Laplacian $\nabla^2 L$ combined with a symmetry detector

\[
f(S) = \int_{l=||\vec{r}||}^{||\vec{r}||} |\nabla^2 L(\vec{c} + l \cdot \vec{u})| - |\nabla^2 L(\vec{c} - l \cdot \vec{u})| \, dl - \alpha \cdot ||\vec{r}|| (3)
\]

where $\alpha$ is a parameter that represent the minimum Laplacian value needed to detect a segment.

To speed-up the maxima search, we can compute a principal direction for any center position by using the eigen vectors of the Hessian Matrix

\[
\mathcal{H} = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x^2} & \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x \partial y} \\
\frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x \partial y} & \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial y^2}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Then, the score function is performed in a 4 dimensional space. A second reduction is also performed by eliminating segments where Laplacian value in the center is too low.

The algorithm is depicted in Alg. 1. Its result is illustrated on Fig. 2. We can see that the detected segments fit well most of visible elements and the segment’s scale depends on the structure size.

For the registration, the detected segments can be tracked in the Scale-Space, so the scale automatically estimated at any time [20].
IV. BAYESIAN DRIVING

The control of the robot is done by using a Bayesian method described in [12]. This method consists in evaluate a probability distribution of the robot command functions of the sensor observations and the desired command.

Here we define the command as the braking angle, and the observation corresponds to the tracked ridge segments. Each observation \( i \) is characterized by the horizontal position \( X_i \) in the camera frame and its TTC \( T_i \). The desired command (desired braking angle) is represented by the variable \( \Phi_d \).

A. Obstacle avoidance

The probability distribution to avoid obstacle is build by a proscriptive approach. The idea is to define a distribution which “avoids” some command that would move the robot closer to the obstacle. The probability of the command has to be close to 1 everywhere except in the direction of obstacles. For each obstacle \( i \), we define a diagnostic variable \( I_i \), expressing the compatibility (in terms of security) between \( \Phi \) and \( (X_i, T_i) \). The problem is now to express the distribution \( P(I_i = 1|\Phi_i, T_i) \). This function will fit an inverse Gaussian function centered on the horizontal position of the target \( X_i \) and with a variance inversely proportional to the TTC \( T_i \). This distribution can be explained by several reasons:

- Only a neighborhood of dangerous commands have a low probability, the rest have probability close to 1.
- The Gaussian’s mean is chosen so that an obstacle on the right side prevents the robot to move in this direction and inversely. An obstacle in front of the robot lets the possibility to move on both direction.
- The lowest the TTC is, the most dangerous the obstacle is, so the Gaussian variance have to be larger to increase the number of dangerous commands.

Finally, the probability distribution function related to each obstacle have the following form:

\[
P(I_i = 1|\Phi_i, T_i) = 1 - \alpha e^{-\frac{1}{2}(\Phi - \alpha_x, X_i)^2(\alpha_T)^2}
\]

where \( \alpha, \alpha_x \) and \( \alpha_T \) are three parameter to defined. \( \alpha \) represents the detection confidence while \( \alpha_x \) and \( \alpha_T \) depends on the camera field of view and the robot linear speed.

B. Desired command following

In order to move in accordance with the desire command, we add a new diagnostic variable \( I_d \) expressing the validity of the command knowing the desired command. The probability distribution \( P(I_d = 1|\Phi, \Phi_d) \) is then:

\[
P(I_d = 1|\Phi, \Phi_d) = e^{-\frac{1}{2}(\Phi - \Phi_d)^2}
\]

where \( \sigma_d \) represents the importance of the desired command. The lowest \( \sigma_d \), the most we follow the desired command but the less we will tend to avoid obstacles.

C. Fusion

To compute the final command distribution, it is necessary to merge the two models, the resulting distribution is then a product of the previous distributions:

\[
P(\Phi, \Phi_d | X_1, X_2, \ldots X_k, T_1, T_2, \ldots T_k) = P(I_d = 1|\Phi, \Phi_d) \prod_{i=1}^{k} P(I_i = 1|\Phi_i, T_i)
\]

To conclude, for each camera image, the method consists in evaluating this probability distribution and choosing the command \( \Phi \) that maximizes this distribution. An example is shown in the Figure 3. We can see that with two obstacles in the right and one in the left, the vehicle will turn left to avoid the obstacle with the lowest TTC, but without braking too much to avoid the left obstacle.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We present some of the results obtained in a simulated environment. In such environment we can control accurately the motion of the vehicle and thus obtain the ground truth of the motion of the robot and the obstacles, and the corresponding TTC values. Concerning our implementation, we can reach a framerate of 20 fps [18] comprising the unsupervised detection, tracking and TTC extraction of multiple potential obstacles in each image.

For the experiments presented here we have not taken into account the vehicle characteristics, like shape, kinematics or dynamics. Also, we have not imposed any environmental restrictions, like safety distances. Note that following our definition of the problem (Sec. I) we consider that these problems are associated with the integration of obstacle avoidance with a more elaborate planning strategy.

Fig. 3. Example of the Gaussian Driving algorithm involving the computation of the heading direction in the presence of three different obstacles with different TTC values.
The task that the vehicle has to accomplish here is go ahead some meters in a straight line avoiding obstacles. Robot velocity is fixed to 1m/s and heading direction is controlled by the presented driving algorithm. Fig. 4 shows images of one of the experiments, in junction with a graphical representation of the final command distribution computed with the Bayesian Driving algorithm. Some of the automatically initialized SIRS trackers are shown in the figures as ellipsis with a number. When the observed TTC is below a first safety threshold it is indicated with a grey circle that grows while TTC decrease. When TTC is below a second threshold (here 10 seconds) the circle turns red and then is used in the Bayesian Driving algorithm. The demanded direction is indicated as a red vertical line below each figure.

Observe that in Fig. 4(a) some potential obstacles have been encountered, but the obtained TTC is still in a safe range and accordingly no red circles appear. In the next figure (Fig. 4(b)) the robot is closer to the obstacles and then some of the detectors are returning a small TTC. Observe that closer obstacles return a small TTC but as was expected far obstacles with larger TTC values are still considered as safe. Below this figure the Bayesian Driving output is depicted including 3 TTC estimations in the computation of the heading direction.

Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) show two different frames with a potentially dangerous obstacle. Observe the effect of using TTC for weight the probability distribution that represents each obstacle. While in Fig. 4(c) obstacle is relatively far away and the variance of the Gaussian is small, in Fig. 4(d) the obstacle is closer, so TTC is small and accordingly the variance of the Gaussian representing the obstacle is larger.

The result of two other experiments can be seen in Figs 1 and 5 as a global view of the scene with traces of the different vehicle positions. We can observe that the distance between the vehicle and some of the obstacles is quite short. This is because the size of the vehicle and the field of view of the camera are not taken into account here into the driving strategy. Clearly, due to the size of the field of view, when the vehicle is approaching an obstacle it can get out the field of view before the vehicle surpass the obstacle position. It is easy to include this into the driving algorithm. In one case we can provide the size of the vehicle. On the other case, a memory factor can be included in the algorithm to remember the position of previous obstacles and include past readings into the next heading decision. Clearly, the amount of memory should be initialized using the TTC evaluated when the obstacle was visible.
We have also tested our algorithm in dynamic environments using moving obstacles (Fig. 6). As was expected the proposed TTC computation is able also to perform in this kind of scenarios. This is primarily because we don’t need to reconstruct the environment, and also because of TTC encodes naturally the relative motion between the robot and each one of the different obstacles, even if they are also moving. Some of the planning algorithms that take into account moving obstacles consider that the obstacle position and velocity is either known or measurable [7]. We have shown here that this can be obtained using SIRS to obtain the TTC.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have proposed Time-To-Contact as a valuable distance measure for obstacle avoidance applications. Contrary to other vision based techniques, TTC calculation relies only on image measurements and does not require camera calibration, knowledge about the robot velocity, knowledge of the structure of the environment or the size of shape obstacles. We have shown that TTC distance measure, expressed in seconds, can be effectively used in a reactive obstacle avoidance approach. For this purpose we have used a simple Bayesian driving algorithm.

We have proposed SIRS to estimate TTC. The interest above other common techniques to compute TTC is that in one hand initialization can be performed automatically, without human intervention, and in the other hand multiple potential obstacles can be tracked at the same time at real time. Some practical issues remain still open. False TTC readings appear sometimes in the floor, principally road signs. However, there are multiple floor detection algorithms and these false readings can be easily filtered.

We have also seen that our approach performs correctly in dynamic environments, so it can be used as the measure step in more elaborated planning with obstacle avoidance algorithms, such as Velocity Obstacles.
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